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Quantum dot cellular automata (QCA)
devices, store binary information encoded in the
arrangement of charge among several quantum
dots.[1] In molecular QCA, nonbonding orbitals
in a mixed-valence molecule act as quantum dots.
Different charge configurations represent
or
tate containing no
information. [2] Electron through-bond tunneling
allows the molecule to switch charge
configurations in response to the local electric
field. Intermolecular Coulomb interaction
provides the device-to-device coupling which
enables computation.
Appropriate mixed valence molecules have
been synthesized and shown to have the bi-stable
switching response to an applied field which is
required for QCA devices. [3] Room temperature
operation has been demonstrated both in
molecular systems and in QCA cells composed of
dots formed by silicon dangling bonds.[4,5]
Several challenges in making QCA circuits at the
molecular level are being investigated. One
important issue is the measurement the chargestate switching of molecular-scale devices.
Scanning probe measurements of individual
molecules have been able to detect switching, [6]
but for device application integrated electronic
detection is an important criterion.
In prototype metal-dot QCA devices,
electrometers comprised of single-electron
transistors (SET) have been shown to be able to
measure the motion of as little as 2% of an
electronic charge.[7] Small changes in the
electrostatic potential of the SET gate, caused by
the motion of nearby charge, can be reliably
measured through the tunneling current. Efforts
are underway to adapt this approach to the singlemolecule scale.

Here we construct a finite element electrostatic
model to investigate the question of how small the
gate of an SET electrometer needs to be in order
to detect intermolecular charge transfer. Charge
transfer in the molecular system is modeled
simply as single-electron hopping between two
dots. The effect of the grounded substrate is
included, as is the detailed shape and geometry of
the electrometer gate. The full capacitance matrix
and voltage shifts are calculated from first
principles.
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Figure 1: Basic construction of model for electronic detection of molecular switching. A charge
arrangement is specified for the quantum dots, and surface charge on the electrode surface is
detected.
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Figure 2: Electric field lines due to the charges in the model.
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